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Holy Book of Revelations Bishop Bassey Effiong Orok Hent PDF Holy Book of Revelations is the Last

Trumpet of the Almighty God written through His Prophet, His Lordship Bishop Bassey Effiong Orok. It is an
everlasting truth, which cut across all religions, nations, sex, races, tongues and colors. The Book conveys
more than 30,000 Divine Spiritual Revelations to over 200 Countries of the world, and the entire humanity
on different tunes, 1000 Divine Proverbs, as well as Timely Warnings and Letters from the Holy Spirit to

different formations and rulers of the world among others. It speaks about the sinking of nations for fresh land
mass to emerge. The Book reveals how nations shall break away from nations, and the coming of 72 hours
global darkness. It reveals how Sahara desert and Antarctica will take a new look, increase in global death
rate, disruption of the air space, and how humanity will return to one language. Holy Book of Revelations is
The Last Warning from the Almighty God to the entire humanity. Also, Divine Spiritual Revelations such as;
great nations to fall to pave way for smaller ones to rise; United Nations shall undergo reformation; in some
nations, natural minerals shall be withheld; wonders shall appear in the Sun; the center and capital of the

Universe, the center and capital of the Earth. It also include the most holiest religious congregation on Earth,
the most holiest land mass on Earth, and above all the physical manifestation of the Almighty God on Earth
are among the contents of the Book. It is a Book, that all nations of the world, the heads and officials of

governments, of this world, religious leaders, kings and queens, masters and servants, and indeed the entire
humanity cannot afford to miss. It is a record of Universal Mysteries, as it will affect the Earth. A Book

without boundary that will serve man until eternity has finally arrived. Holy Book of Revelations is a record
of the Highest Spiritual Order and on no account should any nation, group, city, and people of this world miss
these divine mysteries in their archives. Africa, America, Antarctica, Asia, Middle East, Oceania and Europe
have all gotten their shears of grace in this Divine Revelations as content in this Book. It is a Book the entire
humanity will never forget, The spiritual cause and natural remedy of stopping the Global Climate Change is
also unveiled by the same Prophet, that prophesied about the coming of this ugly effect over 13 years ago in
his Book title quoteBeyond 1998quote. Holy Book of Revelations is a Spiritual Record of global fortunes
and misfortunes as revealed by the Almighty God through His Prophet, His Lordship Bishop Bassey Effiong
Orok. The Book is man's most needed information from the Spiritual World. The author, through the power of
the Almighty God has brought to light many factors of life that will perpetually be of great benefits to man
and his generations. It announces the return of our First Father, Adam back to the Earth. It unveils the secret
of the Earth existence; it announces the coming changes of human composition, the coming of 72 hours

sickness, the shaking and reformation of the Earth, the manifestation of saints, the awaiting glory of man, and
above all the physical manifestation of the Almighty God and Creator of the Universe on Earth among others.

These are only but few of thousands of Divine Revelations as contain in the HOLY BOOK OF
REVELATIONS. Visit the Official Website of the Author at www.BeoSpiritual.org
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